Eat, Sleep, Innovate

Curiosity
We question the status quo and
consistently search for different
and better ways to do things

3M – THOU SHALL
NOT KILL AN IDEA

INTENDED OUTCOME
Ensure management is open and committed
to listening to new ideas from employees
DESCRIPTION
3M’s management strategy includes an
explicit “commandment” to ensure that
senior staff never immediately rejects new
ideas proposed by staff.

CURIOSITY

AMAZON.COM –
INSTITUTIONAL YES

INTENDED OUTCOME
To discourage dismissive behaviors and
creative ideas getting lost
DESCRIPTION
Amazon.com has a policy it calls the
‘Institutional Yes’ – where leaders are given
two directives when responding to new
ideas: (1) Initial conversations regarding
any new idea are built around a ‘…yes and’
vs. a ‘…yes, but’ response; helping drive
exploration not rejection. (2) Rejecting an
idea proposal requires a written explanation.

CURIOSITY

ATLASSIAN –
INNOVATION WEEK

INTENDED OUTCOME
Challenge current thinking and come up
with a new feature or product prototype
DESCRIPTION
Innovation Week is a week dedicated
specifically for teams to be creative and
come up with new product ideas. The
Product Manager communicates the
product strategy and focus areas, and the
teams are free to create something new
without guidance. The goal is to present a
shippable feature or new prototype by the
end of the week.

CURIOSITY

ATLASSIAN – SHIPIT

INTENDED OUTCOME
Challenge current thinking and come up
with a new feature or product prototype
DESCRIPTION
ShipIt is a 24-hour period of innovation
that happens every quarter at Atlassian.
Employees pause their day-to-day activities
for a 24-hour sprint to question the status
quo and work on something new.

CURIOSITY

BNP – INNOVATION
BOOK & AWARDS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage idea generation by recognizing
top ideas
DESCRIPTION
Every year, BNP collects all the innovative
and creative projects that have been led
by all of its teams throughout the world.
That is almost 10,000 employees in 37
countries. The top ideas are compiled into
an innovation book that is distributed to
the company – and winning innovators are
flown to Paris and celebrated in front of the
entire company.

CURIOSITY

DANFOSS –
MAN ON THE MOON

INTENDED OUTCOME
To set future focused and high goals to
encourage employees to push the boundaries
DESCRIPTION
A business plan competition that seeks
proposals to:
• Create an entirely new line of business;
• Create adjacent businesses to current lines;
• Make improvements to existing business
with either a 5-10X improvement in
performance or cost reductions of >50%
Themes are based on future challenges the
company is expected to face.

CURIOSITY

DBS –
GANDALF SCHOLARSHIP

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage employees to learn new skills
and create a culture of continuous learning
DESCRIPTION
Any employee inside DBS can get a
S$1,000 (US$740) grant to study whatever
they want to, as long as they teach it back
to the organization. These ‘teach-backs’ are
recorded and watched by 100s or 1000s
of employees and encourages everyone to
learn and do new things.

CURIOSITY

EVERNOTE –
THE DIALOGUE BOX

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourages employees to propose new
ideas to senior managers
DESCRIPTION
Senior managers, including the CEO,
assume 1-hour shifts throughout the week
at their office’s coffee shop (called “The
Dialogue Box”). Employees are encouraged
to drop by, have a candid conversation and
share any new ideas that they may have.

CURIOSITY

GOOGLE –
GOOGLEGEIST

INTENDED OUTCOME
Data-driven management of people
operations and feedback
DESCRIPTION
An anonymous survey that goes out yearly
to all global employees. The survey asks
employees for their views on a range of
issues. People Ops Analytics team slices this
data and shares it with everyone. Managers
at every level get the survey results for their
area and are urged to consider this data
carefully and act on it.

CURIOSITY

GOOGLE – GUTS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage the provision of feedback from all
employees
DESCRIPTION
A mechanism by which employees raise
issues using the Google Unified Tracking
System (GUTS) and leaders prioritize issues
worth solving.

CURIOSITY

GOOGLE X – 10X THINKING

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage transformational thinking instead
of incremental thinking
DESCRIPTION
The notion of “10x thinking” is the guiding
inspiration for engineers at Google X. To put
the idea simply: true innovation happens
when you try to improve something by 10
times rather than by 10%. A 10x goal forces
people to rethink an idea entirely, pushes
them beyond existing models and forces
them to totally reimagine how to approach it.

CURIOSITY

GOOGLE – TECH TALKS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Expose employees to a wide-range of new
ideas
DESCRIPTION
Google sponsors the “Talks At Google” series
with speakers ranging from technology
experts to chefs and actors to visit Google
sites and lead discussions. This series of talks
is aimed at infusing diversity in thinking and
curiosity among Google’s employees.

CURIOSITY

HUBSPOT –
LEARNING LUNCHES

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage continuous learning among
employees
DESCRIPTION
Any employee can take someone smart out
for a meal (fully sponsored by Hubspot) to
have a conversation and learn. There are
no rules, no limit, and no requirement for
approvals.

CURIOSITY

HUBSPOT –
UNLIMITED FREE BOOKS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage continuous learning among
employees
DESCRIPTION
A program in which employees can request
any book (within reason) through a form and
HubSpot will send them a Kindle or hard copy
for free within a week or two without the need
to seek approval or submit expenses.

CURIOSITY

KRAFT – FOODII

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage idea and feedback generation
among employees
DESCRIPTION
Kraft created an online employee community
“FOODii” to tap their own employees to
gather feedback on new ideas before doing
formal research. FOODii has been used for
many things, including idea generation,
packaging guidance, and insights into cooking
habits.

CURIOSITY

NESTLE –
REVERSE MENTORING

INTENDED OUTCOME
Create connections and facilitate exchange of
ideas between senior executives and younger
employees
DESCRIPTION
The mentoring program enables a two-way
communication to close the knowledge gap
between older and younger employees. For
2 hours a month, younger employees will
share how their generation utilizes social
media and technology, while learning about
business terminology and industry practices
from older employees.

CURIOSITY

PIXAR – NOTES DAY

INTENDED OUTCOME
Obtain creative inputs from all employees to
improve the organization
DESCRIPTION
A “Notes Day” for the entire company that
looks broadly at how they can operate
more efficiently. The entire day is devoted
to the project and no normal work is done.
People choose problems or areas that they
feel passionate about and work together to
come up with solutions on notes.

CURIOSITY

QUALCOMM –
STUMPING GOOGLE

INTENDED OUTCOME
Set a challenge of creativity at each
meeting to spur members
DESCRIPTION
During creative meetings, teams play this
game of “stumping the Google search”
where they attempt together in a room to
come up with something that no one in the
world has thought of (i.e. a Google query
that returns no results).

CURIOSITY

RITE SOLUTIONS –
MUTUAL FUN

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage idea generation and crowdsource
decision-making on resource allocation to ideas
DESCRIPTION
Several project ideas are listed on an intranet
portal and every year all employees are
given $10,000 of play money to allocate
among these ideas. Management draws
on the collective wisdom of this internal
stock market to make decisions. Stocks are
redeemed for real cash if/when a project
turns into a commercial success.

CURIOSITY

SPOTIFY –
EXPERIMENTATION WEEKS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Encourage experimentation and risk taking

DESCRIPTION
Spotify hosts several experimentation
weeks, where people spend time building
whatever strikes their fancy and then
showcasing to their colleagues at the end
of the event.

CURIOSITY

TOYOTA – 5 WHYS

INTENDED OUTCOME
Provide a structured way of thinking to
diagnose and resolve issues
DESCRIPTION
Toyota believes that every problem is an
opportunity - so when something goes
wrong, managers are trained to ask ‘why?’
five times to unearth the root cause instead
of focusing on the surface-level symptom.

CURIOSITY

TOYOTA –
IMPOSSIBLE GOALS

INTENDED OUTCOME
To break free from established norms and
routines by setting near-unattainable goals
DESCRIPTION
Toyota often sets tough goals to raise
employees’ consciousness and self-worth.
Consider the company’s global strategy:
Meet every customer need and provide
a full line in every market. It’s impossible
for any company to do that but it makes
employees feel they serve a useful purpose.

CURIOSITY

